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Abstract
In (Gerla and Sessa, Fuzzy Logic and Soft Computing, Kluwer, Norwell, 1999, pp. 19–31)
a methodology that allows to manage uncertain and imprecise information in the frame of the
declarative paradigm of Logic Programming has been proposed. With this aim, a Similarity rela-
tion R between function and predicate symbols in the language of a logic program is considered.
Approximate inferences are then possible since similarity relation allows us to manage alterna-
tive instances of entities that can be considered “equal” with a given degree. The declarative
semantics of the proposed transformation technique of logic programs is analyzed. The notion
of fuzzy least Herbrand model is also introduced. In this paper the corresponding operational
semantics is provided by introducing a modi=ed version of SLD resolution. This top-down refu-
tation procedure overcomes failure situations in the uni=cation process by using the similarity
relation. A generalized notion of most general uni=er provides a numeric value which gives a
measure of the exploited approximation. In this way, the SLD resolution is enhanced since it is
possible both to handle uncertain or imprecise information, and to compute approximate answer
substitutions, with an associated approximation-degree, when failures of the exact inference pro-
cess occur. It can lead to the implementation of a more general PROLOG interpreter, without
detracting from the elegance of the language. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivations and previous works
The study of inference systems which allows us to deal with approximate reasoning
is faced in literature with several and, often, very diBerent approaches. Fuzzy Logic is a
wide research area where theoretical issues and practical applications concerning these
systems are crucial questions of interest. On the other hand, the pervading nature of the
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problem and its intrinsic diFculty caused the development of this kind of methodologies
and tools also in diBerent research =elds as neural networks [28], genetic algorithms
[13], evidence theory [34], probabilistic reasoning [30, 29, 23], weighted direct hyper-
graph [3], etc. In the past decades these research activities have been encouraged by
an increasing number of real word applications (control systems, databases, expert sys-
tems, etc.); recently, theories which could manage uncertain and imprecise information
are grouped in a new area which is nowadays referred to as Soft Computing.
In this paper we face the study of this problem in the framework of Logic Program-
ming. In the early 1970s the idea that =rst order logic can be viewed as a programming
language was introduced by Kowalski [22]. The main interest in this =eld traditionally
concerns problems related to the analysis and the eFciency of exact inferences allowed
by logic programs. However, very often the need of methods to enhance this capability,
in order to deal with approximate information or Jexible inference schemes, arises in
many applications.
In general, approximate reasoning capabilities are introduced in the Logic Program-
ming framework by considering the inference system based on fuzzy logic rather than
on conventional two-valued logic. Several approaches extend the resolution rule to
some fuzzy logic systems as possibilistic logic [10] and K-standard sequence logic
[24]. In these proposals propositional or =rst order formulas are weighted with lower
bound of possibility measures or with truth-value in [0; 1] and a model-theoretic se-
mantics is provided. In [11] both model-theoretic and =xpoint semantics are pre-
sented for a particular case of inference, named quantitative reasoning, which also
exploits the K-standard sequence logic. This approach is extended in [36] by al-
lowing the representation of negative information. In [18] a general formal seman-
tics for rule-based systems with uncertainty is presented. Function free rules of the
form p(x; : : :):f(; : : : ; )←a(y; : : :):; : : : ; c(u; : : :): are considered, where p(x; : : :);
a(y; : : :); : : : ; c(u; : : :) are usual literals, ; : : : ;  are variable or constant values in [0; 1]
representing certainty information about the associated literal, and f belongs to a =nite
set of functions. A generalization of the semi-naive bottom-up query evaluation proce-
dure is also provided. In [19] a new semantics for such programs based on ideals of
lattices is introduced, which extends the results in [24, 36]. In particular, it is proved
that also formalisms for temporal reasoning =t into the proposed framework [1, 5, 35].
Several PROLOG interpreters based on fuzzy logic have been also presented in lit-
erature. The =rst implementation of the fuzzy resolution rule proposed in [24] is given
in [17] with the PROLOG-Elf. In this system the inference takes care only of for-
mulas with associated truth value greater than 0:5. Weighted rules are also exploited
in the Fuzzy-PROLOG proposed in [27]. However, the heuristic technique which al-
lows us to compute these weights, i.e. the truth values of the rules, hardly works and
does not share the logical feature of the system. The language FPROLOG given in
[26] tries to implement the capability of managing uncertain data represented by fuzzy
sets. The basic idea is that some facts have associated truth value in [0; 1] represent-
ing their degree of membership in the set of true assertions. The truth value of a
rule is computed by the truth values of its conditions, according to a given combi-
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nation operator. A PROLOG interpreter based on Lukasiewicz logic, named LULOG
and written in Common Lisp, is presented in [21]. Finally, for completeness sake, we
also recall the fuzzy relational inference language FRIL presented in [4], which is
a query language exploiting fuzzy relations, i.e., to any tuple t is associated a truth
value (t)∈ [0; 1] denoting the degree to which t satis=es the relation. A fuzzy rela-
tional algebra is introduced. An operation in this algebra (as union, join, projection,
etc.) takes one or more fuzzy relations as its operand(s) and produces a new fuzzy
relation.
1.2. A new approach to approximate reasoning in Logic Programming
In [15] a new methodology that allows us to enhance the Logic Programming
paradigm with approximate reasoning capability has been introduced. With respect to
the previous literature, this approach is very diBerent since the approximation is repre-
sented and managed at a syntactic-level, instead of at a rule-level. Roughly speaking,
the basic idea is that the fuzziness feature is provided by an abstraction process which
exploits a formal representation of similarity relations between elements in the alphabet
of the language (constants, functions, predicates). On the contrary, in the underground
logic theory, the inference rule as well as the usual crisp representation of the consid-
ered universe are not modi=ed. It allows us to avoid both the introduction of weights
on the clauses, and the use of fuzzy sets as elements of the language.
In this paper, the operational counterpart of this extension is faced by introducing
a modi=ed SLD resolution procedure. Such a procedure allows us to compute nu-
meric values belonging to the interval [0; 1] which provides an approximation measure
of the obtained solutions. These numeric values are computed through a generalized
uni=cation mechanism exploited in the top-down query evaluation process.
More precisely, the approach proposed in [15] starts by the observation that in a
Logic Programming system if two constants or predicate names are diBerent they rep-
resent distinct information, then no matching is possible. However, in many real world
situations, an inference based on the equality between available values and required
ones can produce a failure, but acceptable solutions could be reached by relaxing the
exact-matching constraint. Indeed, human reasoning is often performed on the basis of
“analogy” or “similarity” between entities and it induces an inference process based
on an aware approximation.
Then, by following [37, 6], we consider reasonings that may be approximated by
allowing the antecedent clauses of a rule to match its premises only approximately.
An example is an inference concerning preferences on books such as the following
informal one:
• x is thriller⇒ x is good for me
• b is adventurous
• adventurous is similar to thriller for me
—————————————————————
b is good for me.
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Obviously, the similarity is a graded notion [38], so the degree at which we can
admit the conclusion “b is good for me” depends on the degree of similarity between
the predicates “adventurous” and “thriller”. An important feature of such a kind of
inference is the fact that the similarity is de=ned between symbols in the alphabet of
the language, i.e. it is exploited at a syntactic-level. This makes our approach diBerent
from the usual one where the similarity is de=ned in the set of the interpretations
(semantic-level) [31, 9, 12]. More resemblance can be found with a similarity-based
approach proposed in the framework of relational databases [7], where the membership
value of a tuple belonging to a response relation to a query is computed on the basis
of a similarity de=ned over the domain.
The mathematical notion of similarity relation is a many valued extension of the
equality, and it is widely exploited in any context where a weakening of the equality
constraint is useful. In [15], the exact matching between diBerent entities is relaxed
by considering a similarity relation in the set of constant and predicate symbols in
the language of a function free logic program P. Then, the program P is extended by
adding new clauses which are “similar” at least with a =xed degree ∈ [0; 1] to the
given ones. This program transformation is obtained by considering a suitable closure
operator H de=ned on sets of =rst order formulae. The new program H(P), named
extended-program, allows us to enhance the inference process.
Several properties characterize the notion of similarity [20]. In particular, a well
known result states that a similarity relation can be described “level by level” by a
family of classical equivalence relations. Any equivalence relation of this family, named
cut of level  and denoted with uR ; , is obtained by considering as equivalent two
elements which have a similarity value greater than a =xed ∈ (0; 1]. Thus, in [15]
an alternative transformation technique of logic programs has been also de=ned, by
exploiting the abstraction provided by the relation uR ; , which synthesizes similarity
properties of constants and predicate symbols of the program P. A preprocessing step
transforms P in a new program P, named abstract-program, and abstract computations
are performed by taking into account elements in the quotient set of the equivalence
relation uR ; . The equivalence between the two inference processes associated to the
programs H(P) and P has been proved by using an abstract interpretation technique
and the notion of fuzzy least Herband model has been also introduced. The general-
ization of this approach to the case of program on a =rst order language with function
symbols is provided in [32].
In this paper we face the procedural semantics of this extension of the Logic Pro-
gramming paradigm. At =rst, in Section 5 we prove some properties concerning the
computational equivalence of SLD resolution performed with respect to the extended
and abstract programs H(P) and P. In both cases the computation process is not
modi=ed at all.
Obviously, SLD resolution in the extended and abstract program needs some pre-
processing steps in order to transform the given program P. On one hand, the eBective
constructions of the extended program H(P) can produce a very large program. On
the other, the abstract program P has a few number of clauses than P, but in any
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case its eBective construction requires memory and time resources. Thus, in Section 7
we de=ne a new modi=ed version of SLD resolution, named similarity-based SLD,
which allows us to perform these kinds of extended computations exploiting the orig-
inal program P, without any preprocessing steps. We prove some relations which link
computed answer substitutions provided by similarity-based SLD resolution in P and
solutions obtained by standard SLD resolution in the extended and abstract programs
H(P) and P. Relations with the declarative notions of fuzzy least Herbrand model
are also discussed, which allow to state the computational equivalence between these
procedures.
The proposed similarity-based SLD Refutation exploits a generalized notion of m.g.u.,
named weak m.g.u.. The failure of the uni=cation between diBerent function or predi-
cate symbols is avoided by relaxing the equality constraint with the similarity relation.
It leads to the notion of uni8cation-degree associated to a substitution, and a weak
m.g.u. is a more general substitution which provides the best uni=cation-degree. These
notions have been introduced in [14], where, by taking into account sets of symbols, a
generalized uni=cation algorithm based on similarity has been proposed. In this paper, a
diBerent uni=cation algorithm is presented, which does not exploit sets of symbols and
it is a simple modi=cation of a standard algorithm. It allows us to overcome failures
of the exact matching between function or predicate symbols if they are related by a
non zero similarity value. By using this notion of weak m.g.u., when exact solutions
do not exist, it is possible to obtain approximate computed answer substitutions with
an associated approximation-degree.
In the sequel, we assume the leftmost selection rule whenever SLD resolution is con-
sidered. However, all the presented results can be analogously stated for any selection
rule that does not depend on the function and predicate names and on the History of
the derivation [2]. In particular, they hold for the safe version of the leftmost selection
rule exploited in SLDNF resolution, and the classical fair rule which selects the atoms
according to a queueing policy [25].
2. Preliminaries
Similarity relation is a mathematical notion that provides a way to manage alternative
instances of an entity that can be considered “equal” with a given degree [38]. We
summarize some results concerning this notion [20].
Let us recall that a T -norm ∧ in [0; 1] is a binary operation ∧ : [0; 1]× [0; 1]→ [0; 1]
associative, commutative, nondecreasing in both the variables, and such that x∧ 1=
1∧ x= x for any x∈ [0; 1]. In the sequel, we assume that x∧y is the minimum
between the two elements x; y∈ [0; 1].
Denition 2.1. A similarity on a domain U is a fuzzy subset R :U×U→ [0; 1] of
U×U such that the following properties hold:
(i) R(x; x)= 1 for any x∈U (reJexivity)
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(ii) R(x; y)=R(y; x) for any x; y∈U (symmetry)
(iii) R(x; z)¿R(x; y)∧R(y; z) for any x; y; z ∈U (transitivity).
we say that R is strict if the following implication is also veri=ed
(iv) R(x; z)= 1⇒ x=y.
Similarity relations are strictly related with equivalence relations and, then, to closure
operators, as stated by the following property.
Proposition 2.1. Let U be a domain and R :U×U→ [0; 1] a similarity on U. Then;
for any ∈ [0; 1]; the relation uR ;  in U; named cut of level  (in short -cut) of R;
de8ned as
x uR;  y ⇔ R(x; y)¿ ;
is an equivalence relation. Also; the operator H :P(U)→P(U) such that ∀X ∈P(U)
H(X ) = {z ∈ U | ∃x ∈ X : R(z; x)¿ }
is a closure operator.
Let us note that H(X ) is given by the union of the equivalence classes modulo
uR ;  of the elements x∈X . In the sequel, given a∈U, the notation H(a) will be
used instead of H({a}).
The notion of -cut allows us to de=ne a similarity relation by means of a suitable
family of equivalence relations according to the following result.
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a similarity on a domain U and; for any ∈ [0; 1] let uR ; 
be the -cut of R. Then; {uR ; }∈[0;1] is a family of equivalence relations such that;
(i) for any  and  in [0; 1]; 6⇒ uR ;  ⊇ uR ; 
(ii) for any  in [0; 1];
⋂
6 uR ;  =uR ; .
Conversely; let {uR ; }∈[0;1] be a family of equivalence relations satisfying (i) and
(ii). Then the relation R de8ned by setting
R(x; y) = Sup{ ∈ [0; 1] | x uR;  y}
is a similarity whose -cuts are the relations uR ;  belonging to the given family.
The equivalence uR ;  can be considered as a generalization of the identity relation.
Proposition 2.1 is a crucial property in our approach. Indeed, the -cut relation uR ; 
will be the formal tool exploited in the sequel in order to formalize the idea that
two diBerent constant symbols can be considered “equal” with a =xed tolerance level
∈ (0; 1]. Such a level provides a measure of the allowed approximation in order to
avoid failure of matching between diBerent constant symbols.
Let us note that, when a similarity R is de=ned in a discrete domain U, there exists
only a discrete and ordered set of possible similarity values i ∈ [0; 1], with i belonging
to a set I of indexes. Hence, the family {uR ; }∈[0;1] in the previous proposition is
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given by {uR ; i}i∈I . In the sequel we shall only deal with =nite sets of indexes, but,
since ∀i∈ I it is i ∈[0; 1], the obtained results can be extended to in=nite sets of
indexes.
The following example shows the idea that a similarity can be described by means
of the family {uR ; i}14i4n of -cut relations.
Example 2.1. Let U = {a; b; c; d; e; a′; b′; c′; d′; e′} be the set of elements arranged in
the following table:
a; b c
c′ a′; b′
e d
e′ d′
We can de=ne a similarity R between elements in U by setting
R(x; y) = 1 if x = y;
R(x; y) = 0:6 if x; y are in the same small box;
R(x; y) = 0:4 if x; y are in the same big box;
R(x; y) = 0 otherwise:
As an example, by considering the cut relation uR ;0:3 of level =0:3, the equivalence
class of the element a is {a; b; c; a′; b′; c′}, whereas by considering the cut relation
uR ;0:5 of level =0:5, the equivalence class of the element a is {a; b}. According to
the de=nition, it is H0:3({a; d})=U and H0:5({a; d}) = {a; b; d}.
An equivalent representation of R can be given by considering the quotient sets
of the -cuts in the family {u R ; i}i∈I , corresponding to the diBerent similarity levels
{1; 2; 3; 4}= {0; 0:4; 0:6; 1}.
U=uR; 1 = {{a}; {b}; {c}; {c′}; {a′}; {b′}; {e}; {d}; {e′}; {d′}};
U=uR; 0:6 = {{a; b}; {c}; {c′}; {a′; b′}; {e}; {d}; {e′}; {d′}};
U=uR; 0:4 = {{a; b; c; c′; a′; b′}; {e; d; e′; d′}};
U=uR; 0 = {{a; b; c; c′; a′; b′; e; d; e′; d′}} = {U}:
For any x; y in U; the similarity value R(x; y) can be obtained by considering the
maximum level i, i∈{1; 2; 3; 4}, such that the elements x and y belong to a same
equivalence class in uR ; i .
In the sequel we assume a familiarity with the basic notions of logic programming
and abstract interpretation as stated in [2, 25, 8]. We brieJy recall that a logic program
P is a set of universally quanti=ed Horn clauses on a =rst order language L, denoted
with H←B1; : : : ; Bk , and a goal is a negative clause, denoted with ← A1; : : : ; An. The
pre-order relation on substitutions 4 is such that $4 % if and only if there exists a
substitution & with %= $&. An expression E is an instance of an expression F if there
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exists a substitution ) such that E=F). When ) is a renaming of variables, we say
that E is a variant of F . We denote with BL the set of ground atomic formulae in
L, i.e. the Herbrand base of L, and with TP the immediate consequence operator
TP :P(BL)→P(BL) de=ned by
TP(X ) = {a | a← a1; : : : ; an ∈ ground(P) and ai ∈ X; n¿ i ¿ 1};
where ground(P) denotes the set of all ground instances of clauses in P. The applica-
tion of Tarski’s =xpoint theorem yields a characterization of the semantics of P, which
is the least Herbrand model MP of P given by
MP = lfp(TP) =
⋃
n¿0
TnP(∅):
Abstract interpretation is a theory of semantics approximation widely exploited to
prove properties of programs written in any programming language. Roughly speaking,
the correspondence between concrete and abstract properties is established by a pair
of functions which is a Galois connection formalizing the loss of information. The
notion of approximation is modeled by the abstraction function  that, for any concrete
property p[ ∈P[ provides the best approximation (p[) in the abstract domain P]. The
semantics of the abstract properties is given by the concretization function  that for
any abstract description p] ∈P] provides the corresponding concrete property (p]) in
the concrete domain P[. The formal de=nition is as follows.
Denition 2.2. Let P[(6[) and P](6]) be posets, a Galois connection is a pair of
maps,  :P[→P] and  :P]→P[; denoted with
P[(6[)



P](6])
such that for any p] ∈P] and p[ ∈P[;
(p[)6] p] ⇔ p[ 6[ (p]):
In the sequel we exploit a particular case of Galois connection, named Galois sur-
jection, which is obtained when the abstraction function  is a surjection.
3. Logic programming with similarity
In [15] an extension of the declarative paradigm of the logic programming is pro-
posed by considering similarity-based computations which allow us to perform approx-
imate inferences. The notion of fuzzy least Herbrand model is also introduced. In [15]
these notions are given for function free programs. In [32] the generalization to =rst
order languages has been provided. In this section and in the following one, some
properties concerning the main features of this approach are discussed.
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Let L be a =rst order language and P a logic program in L. In the classical case,
function and predicate symbols of L are crisp elements, i.e., distinct elements represent
distinct information and no matching is possible. In [15] we relax this constraint and
suppose that it is possible to consider diBerent functions, or diBerent predicates with the
same arity, as “similar” with a degree expressed by a value in [0; 1]. In particular, equal
elements have similarity degree 1 and completely diBerent elements have similarity
degree 0. This notion extends the usual equality relation and it is well modelled by the
de=nition of similarity relation given in Section 2. More formally, let us denote with
V the set of variable symbols, ordered in a sequence x1; x2; : : : ; F the set of function
symbols, R the set of predicate symbols.
As usual, constants can be considered as functions of arity zero. Let us consider a
similarity relation R in F ∪R∪V such that R(t; t′)= 0 whenever one of the following
cases occurs:
• t and t′ are not both in R or F or V ,
• t and t′ are predicates in R with diBerent arities,
• t and t′ are functions in F with diBerent arities,
• t and t′ are variable and t = t′.
In other words, R provides a non-zero similarity value for function=predicate symbols
with the same arity in F ∪R, whereas it is the identity relation for variables in V .
In the sequel, the notation “/” is exploited when a proposition can be given for the
elements both on the left and on the right of “/”.
We can recursively extend this similarity to formulae in L. Let s1; : : : ; sn, r1; : : : ; rm
be terms and f; g function=predicate symbols with arities n and m, respectively. If
n=m, we set
R(f(s1; : : : ; sn); g(r1; : : : ; rn)) = R(f; g) ∧
(
n∧
i=1
R(si; ri)
)
;
otherwise, if n =m the similarity value is zero. Then, let C =A0←A1; : : : ; An and
C′=A′0←A′1; : : : ; A′m; be two Horn clauses. If n=m we set
R(C; C′) =
n∧
i=0
R(Ai; A′i)
otherwise, if n =m we set R(C; C′)= 0.
The following proposition highlights useful properties of this extension of R that
will be exploited in the sequel.
Proposition 3.1. Given a 8rst order language L and a similarity R; then
(i) for any substitution ) and t; t′ terms with R(t; t′)¡ ∈ (0; 1]; it results that
R(t); t′))=R(t; t′)¡ .
(ii) if t; t′ are terms (resp. atoms) with R (t; t′)¡ ∈ (0; 1] it follows that t; t′; con-
sidered as strings of symbols; have the same length. Moreover; in corresponding
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positions they have either equal variable=bracket symbols; or pairs (s; s′) of func-
tion (resp. function=predicate) symbols such that R(s; s′)¡ .
(iii) if C; C′ are clauses with R(C; C′)¡ ∈ (0; 1] it follows that C; C′; considered as
strings of symbols; have the same length. Moreover; in corresponding positions
they have either equal variable=bracket=connective symbols; or pairs (s; s′) of
function=predicate symbols such that R(s; s′)¡ .
Proof. (ii), (iii) By de=nition of similarity between terms, atoms, clauses.
(i) Two cases are possible. If t and t′ are both ground, then ) does not aBect t
and t′ then the thesis is true. Otherwise, by (ii) it follows that t and t′ have equal
variables in corresponding positions. In this case, equal variables are substituted with
equal terms by ). Since equal terms have similarity value 1, the thesis follows by the
de=nition of similarity between terms (resp. atoms).
According to Proposition 2.1, let uR;  be the equivalence relation, named cut of
level  of R in F ∪R∪V , ∈ (0; 1], de=ned as
x uR;  y ⇔ R(x; y)¿ ; with x; y ∈ F ∪ R ∪ V:
Following the same recursive steps exploited to extend the similarity R, at =rst the
equivalence relation uR;  can be extended to terms=atoms in L with the same arity
by setting
f(s1; : : : ; sn) uR;  g(r1; : : : ; rn) ⇔ f uR;  g and si uR;  ri; n¿ i ¿ 1
then, to clauses in L with the same number of literals by setting
C uR;  C′ ⇔ Ai uR;  A′i ; n¿ i ¿ 0:
In parallel, the closure operator H associated to uR;  can be de=ned on sets of
terms, atoms and clauses in L, too. In particular, by denoting with the empty clause,
it is H( )= .
Then, if P is a logic program and ∈ (0; 1], the set
H(P) = {C′ ∈L | ∃C ∈ P: R(C; C′)¿ }
is constructed by adding to P all the clauses in L which are equivalent to clauses
in P modulo uR; , i.e., which can be obtained by replacing function and predicate
symbols of a clause in P with symbols having similarity degree greater or equal to .
Also H(P) is a logic program, that we name extended-program of level .
Thus, a =rst way to manage the weakening of the equality relation between
function=predicate symbols, expressed by the similarity relation R, can be given by
considering inferences with respect to H(P). Denoted with TH(P) the immediate con-
sequence operator of the program H(P), the least Herbrand model of H(P) is
MH(P) = lfp(TH(P)) =
⋃
n¿0
TnH(P)(∅):
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An alternative way to manage the information carried on by the similarity introduced
between function=predicate symbols in P, can be given by identifying symbols which
have similarity degree greater or equal to . In other word, we consider the quotient
sets F=uR;  and R=uR;  as new sets of function and predicate symbols, respectively. We
denote with L the =rst order language related to the new resulting alphabet. A link
between the two languages L and L is stated by de=ning the function % :L→L,
named translation up to uR; , that associates to a formula G in L, the formula %(G)
in L obtained by replacing predicate and function symbols in G with their equivalence
classes in F=uR;  and R=uR;  , respectively.
More formally we give the following de=nition.
Denition 3.1. Given a =rst order language L, a similarity R and ∈ (0; 1], we de=ne
the function % :F ∪R∪V →F=uR;  ∪R=uR;  ∪V as follows:
%(x) = x for any variable x ∈ V;
%(f) = [f] for any function=predicate symbol f ∈ F ∪ R:
Recursively, we de=ne the extension % :L→L to the sets of formulae in L by
setting %( )= and:
• ∀t1; : : : ; tn terms in L; and f function=predicate symbol in F ∪R
%(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = %(f)(%(t1); : : : ; %(tn));
• ∀A; B fomulae in L:
%(A ∧ B) = %(A) ∧ %(B); %(A ∨ B) = %(A) ∨ %(B);
%(¬A) = ¬%(A); %(∀A) = ∀%(A); %(∃A) = ∃%(A):
The following proposition highlights some properties of % that will be exploited in
the sequel.
Proposition 3.2. For any ∈ (0; 1] we have that
(i) given a term=atom t; then t′ ∈H(t) if and only if %(t)= %(t′);
(ii) given a clause G; then G′ ∈H(G) if and only if %(G)= %(G′);
(iii) if t and T are terms (resp. atoms) such that T = %(t); then T and t consid-
ered as strings have the same length. Moreover; in corresponding positions they
have either equal variable=bracket symbols; or a pair (S; s) of function (resp.
function=predicate) symbols such that S = %(s);
(iv) if C and C′ are clauses such that C′= %(C); then C′ and C considered as strings
have the same length. Moreover; in corresponding positions they have either
equal variable=bracket=connective symbols; or a pair (S; s) of function=predicate
symbols such that S = %(s):
Proof. (i) Any term=atom t′ ∈H(t) is such that R(t′; t)¡ ∈ (0; 1]. Then, the thesis
follows by Proposition 3.1(ii) and by De=nition 3.1.
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(ii) Any clause G′ ∈H(t) is such that R(G′; G)¡ ∈ (0; 1]. Then, the thesis follows
by Proposition 3.1(iii) and by De=nition 3.1.
(iii), (iv) By De=nition 3.1.
Then, if P is a logic program on the language L and ∈ (0; 1], the set
P = %(P) = {K ∈L | ∃H ∈ P: %(H) = K}
is obtained by replacing function and predicate symbols of a clause in P with the
related equivance classes modulo uR; . As a consequence, also P is a logic program,
that we name abstract-program of level . It is worth to explicitly note that H(P)
is a program on the same language of P and, in general, it is bigger than P; on the
contrary, P is a program on a diBerent language and, in general, it is smaller.
Thus, the program P could be used to manage similarity-based reasoning as well as
H(P). Let BL denote the Herbrand base of L; and TP the immediate consequence
operator of P, the least Herbrand model of P is given by
MP = lfp(TP) =
⋃
n¿0
TnP(∅):
By exploiting an abstract interpretation technique, in [15] the equivalence of these
two approaches has been shown for processing information provided by a similarity
relation de=ned in the language of a function free program P. At =rst, it is shown that
a Galois connection can be de=ned by considering as concrete and abstract domains
the power sets of the languages BL and BL , respectively, as stated by the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Given a function free language L; a similarity R and ∈ (0; 1]: The
pair of functions  :P(BL)→P(BL) and  :P(BL)→P(BL) such that; ∀X ∈P(L);
and ∀Y ∈P(L)
(X ) = %(X ); (Y ) = %
−1
 (Y )
provides a Galois surjection
(P(BL);⊆)



(P(BL);⊆);
between the complete lattices (P(BL);⊆) and (P(BL);⊆) with  ◦ =H.
Then, the -optimality of the associated operators TH(P) and TP is proven. It allows
us to state the -optimality of the abstract semantics, i.e., to relate the least =xpoints by
means of the abstraction function . In [32] this result has been extended to programs
with function symbols by considering a more general de=nition of translation function
% and the extended program H(ground(P)). Then, since it is easy to prove that
MH(ground(P)) =MH(P), the following result can be stated.
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Theorem 3.1. Given a program P on a 8rst order language L; the abstract semantics
of the Galois surjection given in Proposition 3:3 is -optimal with respect to the
immediate consequence operators; i.e.
(MH(P)) = (lfp(TH(P)) = lfp(TP) = MP :
The previous theorem allows us to highlight the main feature of our approach. In-
deed, the basic idea is that the approximation of the exact reasoning is performed
by representing and managing fuzziness through an abstraction process grounded on
similarity relations between elements of the language (constants, functions, predicates).
The -optimality property ensures that abstract computations provide the corresponding
concrete semantics without loss of information.
Finally, the following proposition shows that higher values of the =xed similarity
level  corresponds to lower possibility of inferences.
Proposition 3.4. Given a similarity R; a program P on a 8rst order language L and
; 5∈ (0; 1] with 5≺ ; then MH5(P)⊇MH(P):
Proof. If C is a clause belonging to H(P), by Proposition 2.1 there is a clause C′ ∈P
such that R(C; C′)¡  5. Then C also belongs to H5(P), i.e. H5(P)⊇H(P): The
thesis follows since logic programming is a monotone inference system.
4. Fuzzy least Herbrand model
Proposition 3.4 highlights that a graded notion of logical consequence can be con-
sidered by taking into account the diBerent levels ∈ (0; 1] which provide the extended
programs H(P). Then, in a natural way, the crisp notion of least Herbrand model can
be fuzzi=ed as well.
Let us recall that a fuzzy subset of a domain U is de=ned by giving its membership
function f :U→ [0; 1]. Such a function is a generalization of the characteristic func-
tion of a crisp subset, i.e., a greater value of f(x), x∈U corresponds to an higher
membership level of the element x to the considered fuzzy subset. Thus, in [15] the
notion of fuzzy least Herbrand model of a logic program P has been introduced as
follows.
Denition 4.1. Let P be a logic program on a =rst order language L with a similarity
R, and {MH(P)}∈[0;1] the family of Herbrand models de=ned in Section 3. The fuzzy
least Herbrand model MP;R :BL→ [0; 1] of the program P with respect to the similarity
R is de=ned by setting, for any L∈BL;
MP;R(L) = Sup{ ∈ [0; 1] |L ∈ MH(P)}
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or, equivalently,
MP;R(L) = Sup{ ∈ [0; 1] |H(P)  L}:
Exploiting the -optimality of the Galois connection de=ned in the previous section,
the following alternative characterization of the fuzzy least Herbrand model MP;R can
be given.
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a logic program on a 8rst order language L with a similarity
R. Then; for any L∈BL;
MP;R(L) = Sup{ ∈ [0; 1] | %(L) ∈ MP}:
or; equivalently;
MP;R(L) = Sup{ ∈ [0; 1] |P  %(L)}:
Thus, according to the previous results, we conclude that, in order to compute the
fuzzy least Herbrand model of a program P with a similarity R, we can equivalently
perform our computations in the extended or in the abstract domain.
We recall that the family {uR; i}14i4n provides all the diBerent -cuts associated
to the similarity R and, then, all the diBerent closure operator H. The following
proposition provides the bases for de=ning an algorithm for a bottom-up computation
of the fuzzy least Herbrand model.
Proposition 4.1. Let P be a logic program on a 8rst order language L with a sim-
ilarity R; and 1≺ 2≺ · · ·≺ n; with i ∈ [0; 1]; 14 i4 n; all the di?erent similarity
values in R. Then; for any L∈BL
MP;R(L) = max
14i4n
{i |L ∈ MHi (P)}:
Proof. Since 1≺ 2≺ · · · ≺ n; by Proposition 3.4 we have that
MH1 (P) ⊇ MH2 (P) ⊇ · · · ⊇ MHn (P):
The least Herbrand models appearing in the previous relation are all the possible dif-
ferent ones that can be obtained by considering the extended programs H(P), with
∈ [0; 1]: Then the thesis follows by De=nition 4.1 of fuzzy least Herbrand model.
An analogous result can be stated by considering the least Herbrand model of the
abstract program P.
Proposition 4.2. Let P be a logic program on a 8rst order language L with a simi-
larity R; and 1≺ 2≺ · · · ≺ n; with i ∈ [0; 1]; 14 i4 n; all the di?erent similarity
values in R. Then; for any L∈BL
MP;R(L) = max
14i4n
{i | %i(L) ∈ MPi }:
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Proof. By Proposition 4.1, for any L∈BL it is MP;R(L)= j, with j =
max14i4n{i |L∈MHi (P)}. Then, %j (L)∈ %j (MHj(P)): By Proposition 3.3 there exists a
Galois surjection
(P(BL);⊆)



(P(BL);⊆)
with = %j . Then, since Theorem 3.1 implies that %j (MHj(P))=MPj , the thesis is
proved.
Finally, let us state the following relation between the standard least Herbrand Model
of a program P and the introduced fuzzy generalization of this notion.
Proposition 4.3. Let P be a logic program on a 8rst order language L with a strict
similarity R. Then; denoted with MP the least Herbrand model of P; it is L∈MP if
and only if MP;R(L)= 1:
Proof. Since R is a strict similarity, for =1 it is H1(P)=P. Then, if L∈MP =MH1(P),
by Proposition 4.1 it follows that MP;R(L)= 1. Conversely, if MP;R(L)= 1, by
De=nition 4.1 it is L∈MH1(P) =MP:
5. SLD resolution in the extended and abstract programs
The transformation of a program P into the extended or abstract program generally
changes the semantics of P. Indeed, when the extended-program H(P) is considered,
new clauses on the language L are added to P. This is a straight way to manage
information provided by the introduced similarity, and the usual SLD refutation in
H(P) directly provides the related procedural semantics.
On the other hand, the abstract program P allows us to represent, in a synthetic way,
information provided by the similarity by means of the equivalence classes of the -cut
relation. Also in this case, a procedural semantics can be given by considering a simple
modi=cation of an SLD interpreter. More precisely, for a =xed value ∈ (0; 1], at =rst a
preprocessing step provides the elements in the quotient sets F= uR;  and R= uR; . By
exploiting the translation function %, the set of clauses P ∪{G0} can be transformed in
the set of clauses %(P ∪{G0})=P ∪{%(G0)}: Then, the SLD interpreter computes
with respect to the abstract program P and goal %(G0). It is worth stressing that,
also in this case, the interpreter performs SLD refutations without changes in the usual
derivation process.
The following results state some relations between these SLD resolution processes
associated to the extended and abstract programs. We assume the leftmost selection
rule whenever SLD resolution is considered. However, all the presented results can
be analogously stated for any selection rule that does not depend by the function and
predicate names and by the History of the derivation [2]. In particular, they hold for
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the safe version of the leftmost selection rule exploited in SLDNF resolution, and the
classical fair rule which selects the atoms following a queueing policy [25].
Proposition 5.1. Let R be a similarity; P a program on a 8rst order language; G0 a
goal. If
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m Gm
is a SLD derivation for H(P)∪{G0} with $= )1 : : : )m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}; then there
exists an SLD derivation for P ∪{%(G0)}
D′ = %(G0)⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m G′m;
where $′= )′1 : : : )
′
m= {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk}; with Th= %(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1 and G′i = %(Gi);
C′i = %(Ci); m¡ i¡ 0:
Proof. We prove the thesis by induction on the length of D. If the length of D is zero
the thesis is true. Let us suppose that the thesis is true for length of D equal m. Let
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m Gm ⇒Cm+1 ;)m+1 Gm+1
be an existing SLD derivation for H(P)∪{G0} of length m + 1 where )1 : : : )m=
{x1=v1; : : : ; xr=vr}: By the inductive hypothesis there exists an SLD derivation
D′1 = %(G0)⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · ·G′m ⇒C′m;)′m
for P ∪{%(G0)}; where )′1 : : : )′m={x1=%(v1); : : : ; xr=%(vr)} and G′i = %(Gi); m¡ i¡ 1.
Let us denote with A the head of the standardized input clause Cm+1 =A←B1 : : : Bj
and with L the selected atom of Gm in D. Since by inductive hypothesis G′m= %(Gm),
by De=nition 3.1 the leftmost atom L′ in G′m is such that L
′= %(L). Then, by
Proposition 3.2(iii) L′ and L are strings of the same length that in corresponding
positions have or equal variables=brackets or a pair (S; s) of function=predicate sym-
bols, with S = %(s). If we consider A′= %(A), the same kind of correspondences
hold also for the atoms A′ and A. Then, the uni=cation algorithm on L′ and A′ em-
ulates the behavior on L and A, provided that any function=predicate symbol s in L
and A is substituted by its equivalence class S = %(s) modulo uR; . As a conse-
quence, if )m+1 = {x1=w1; : : : ; xl=wl}; it follows that )′m+1 = {x1=%(w1); : : : ; xl=%(wl)} is
an m.g.u. for L′ and A′. This construction and the inductive hypothesis imply that, if
$= )1 : : : )m+1 = {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}; it results $′= )′1 : : : )′m+1 = {x1=%(u1); : : : ; xk =%(uk)}.
We observe that, w.r.t. D′1, the clause C
′
m+1 = %(Cm+1)= %(A)← %(B1) : : : %(Bj)
is a standardization apart of a clause in P. Since by the inductive hypothesis it is
G′m= %(Gm); by exploiting in D
′
1 as input clause C
′
m+1 and m.g.u. )
′
m+1, we obtain a
resolvent G′m+1 = %(Gm+1): Thus the thesis is proved.
We note that it is always possible to assume that the alphabet of L is well ordered,
and to consider the induced well ordering in L. Then, given an element S in the
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alphabet of L, i.e., an equivalence class of an element in L, we can denote with
=(S) the =rst element in S. In such a way we obtain an injective function = :F= uR; 
∪R= uR;  →F ∪R, which for any equivalence class provides a =xed representative
element. Obviously, %(=(S))= S, for any S.
We can recursively extend = to terms, atoms and formulae in L by setting =( )=
and
• for any function=predicate symbol S in F= uR;  ∪R= uR;  and T1; : : : ; Tn terms
in L
=(S(T1; : : : ; Tn)) = =(S)(=(T1); : : : ; =(Tn));
• ∀A; B formulae in L:
=(A ∧ B) = =(A) ∧ =(B); =(A ∨ B) = =(A) ∨ =(B);
=(¬A) = ¬=(A); =(∀A) = ∀=(A); =(∃A) = ∃=(A):
It is worth stressing that if T is a term in L, then =(T )= u is the minimum (with
respect to the induced well ordering in L) in the equivalence class of the terms u′
in L such that %(u′)=T . In the following proposition, this particular function = is
exploited.
Proposition 5.2. Let R be a similarity; P a logic program on a 8rst order language
L and G0 a goal. If there exists a SLD derivation for P ∪{%(G0)}
D′ = %(G0)⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m G′m
where $′= )′1 : : : )
′
m= {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk}; then there exists a SLD-derivation for
H(P)∪{G0}
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m Gm
where $= )1 : : : )m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}; with Th= %(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1; G′i = %(Gi); C′i =
%(Ci); m¡ i¡ 0. Moreover; it is =(Th)= uh; k ¡ h¡ 1; and =(G′i)=Gi; =(C
′
i )=Ci;
m¡ i¡ 0.
Proof. The proof line is the same as in Proposition 5.1. By induction on the length of
D′. If the length of D′ is zero the thesis is true. Let us suppose that the thesis is true
for length of D′ equal m. Let
D′ = %(G0)⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m G′m ⇒C′m+1 ;)′m+1 G′m+1
be an existing SLD derivation for P ∪{%(G0)} of length m + 1 where )′1 : : : )′m=
{x1=V1; : : : ; xr=Vr}: By the inductive hypothesis there exists an SLD derivation
D1 = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m Gm
for P ∪{G0}; where )1 : : : )m= {x1=v1; : : : ; xr=vr}; with Vh= %(vh), r¡ h¡ 1, and G′i =
%(Gi); C′i = %(Ci); m¡ i¡ 0. Moreover, it is =(Vh)= vh, r¡ h¡ 1, and =(G
′
i)=Gi;
=(C′i )=Ci; m¡ i¡ 0.
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Let us denote with A′ the head of the standardized input clause C′m+1 =A
′←B′1 : : : B′j
and with L′ the selected atom of G′m in D
′. Since by inductive hypothesis G′m= %(Gm)
with =(G′i)=Gi, by De=nition 3.1 the leftmost atom L in Gm is such that L
′= %(L)
and =(L′)=L. Then, by Proposition 3.2(iii) L′ and L are strings of the same length
and in corresponding positions they have or equal variables=brackets or a pair (S; s)
of function=predicate symbols with S = %(s) and =(S)= s. If we consider A==(A′),
it is A′= %(A), then the same kind of correspondence holds also for the atoms A′
and A. Then, the uni=cation algorithm on L and A emulates the behavior on L′ and
A′, provided that any function=predicate symbol S in L and A is substituted by its
=xed representative element =(S): As a consequence, if )′m+1 = {x1=W1; : : : ; xl=Wl};
then )m+1 = {x1==(W1); : : : xl==(Wl)} is an m.g.u. for L and A. This construction and
the inductive hypothesis imply that, if $′= )′1 : : : )
′
m+1 = {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk}; it results in
$= )1 : : : )m+1 = {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}, with =(Th)= uh; k ¡ h¡ 1. Then, Th= %(uh); k ¡
h¡ 1.
We observe that the clause Cm+1 ==(C′m+1)==(A
′)←=(B′1) : : : =(B′j ) is a standard-
ization apart of a clause in H(P), with respect to D1. Then, from Gm in D1; by
exploiting as input clause Cm+1 and as m.g.u. )m+1, we obtain a resolvent Gm+1 such
that Gm+1 ==(G′m+1): Thus, since %(Gm+1)= %(=(G
′
m+1))=G
′
m+1 and %(Cm+1)=
%(=(C′m+1))=C
′
m+1, the thesis is proved.
Results in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 can be clari=ed by the following simple example.
Example 5.1. Let P= {C1:p(a)← r(b); C2: r(a)←; C3: h(c) ←} be a program and
R a similarity such that R(a; b)= 0:5; R(a; c)= 0:3, R(c; b)= 0:3, and 0 in the other
cases. Then
H0:5(P) = P ∪ {p(a)← r(a); p(b)← r(a); p(b)← r(b); r(b)←}:
Moreover, by denoting with Qp= %0:5(p)= {p}; Qr= %0:5(r)= {r}, Qh= %0:5(h)= {h},
Qa= %0:5(a)= %0:5(b)= {a; b}, Qc= %0:5(c)= {c}, we have that
P0:5 = { Qp( Qa)← Qr( Qa); Qr( Qa)←; Qh( Qc)←}:
Let us consider, for example, the SLD refutation of P0:5 ∪{← Qp(x)}
Qp(x)⇒{x= Qa} Qr( Qa)⇒?
with computed answer substitution $′= {x= Qa}.
By =xing the well ordering r≺p≺ h≺ c≺ b≺ a, it is easy to verify that there exists
a corresponding SLD refutation of H0:5(P)∪{←p(x)}
p(x)⇒{x=b} r(b)⇒?
with computed answer substitution $= {x=b} where %0:5(b)= Qa and =( Qa)= b:
Let us stress that P ∪{←p(x)} has not SLD refutations, i.e., has not exact solutions.
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Finally, we can state some relations which characterize the SLD derivations of the
elements in the set H(G0).
Proposition 5.3. Let R be a similarity; P a logic program on a 8rst order language
L; G0 a goal. If
D = %(G0)⇒C1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m Gm
is a SLD derivation for P ∪{%(G0)} with @= )1 : : : )m= {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk}; then; for
any G ∈H(G0); D is also a SLD derivation for P ∪{%(G)}.
Proof. The thesis directly follows by Proposition 3.2(ii) which states that for any
G ∈H(G0) it is %(G)= %(G0):
Proposition 5.4. Let R be a similarity; P a logic program on a 8rst order language
L; G0 a goal. If
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m Gm
is a SLD derivation for H(P)∪{G0} with $= )1 : : : )m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}; then; for
any G ∈H(G0); there exists a SLD derivation for H(P)∪{G}
D′′ = G ⇒C′′1 ;)′′1 G′′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′′m ;)′′m G′′m;
where $′′= )′′1 : : : )
′′
m= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk} with th ∈H(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1; Gi”∈H(Gi); Ci”∈
H(Ci); m¡ i¡ 0.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 there exists a SLD derivation for P ∪{%(G0)}
D′ = %(G0)⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m G′m;
where $′= )′1 : : : )
′
m= {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk}, with Th= %(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1; and G′i = %(Gi);
C′i = %(Ci); m¡ i¡ 0:
By Proposition 5.3, D′ is a SLD derivation also for P ∪{%(G)}; for any G ∈H(G0):
Then, by Proposition 5.2 there exists a SLD derivation for H(P)∪{G}
D′′ = G ⇒C′′1 ;)′′1 G′′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′′m ;)′′m G′′m;
where $′′= )′′1 : : : )
′′
m= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk}; with Th= %(th), k ¡ h¡ 1, and G′i = %(G′′i ),
C′i = %(C
′′
i ), m¡ i¡ 0.
Since it is also Th= %(uh); G′i = %(Gi), C
′
i = %(Ci), it follows that %(uh)= %(th);
k ¡ h¡ 1; and %(Gi)= %(G′′i ), %(Ci)= %(C
′′
i ), m¡ i¡ 0. As a consequence, by Propo-
sition 3.2(i) and 3.2(ii) it follows that th ∈H(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1; and G′′i ∈H(Gi), C′′i ∈
H(Ci), m¡ i¡ 0:
Propositions 5.1–5.4 can be analogously stated for SLD refutations. Thus they imply
the computational equivalence between the SLD resolution processes associated to the
extended and the abstract programs H(P) and P.
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6. Overcoming unication failure by similarity
In the previous Section 3 a similarity-based extension of the logic programming
paradigm has been introduced. The corresponding procedural semantics can be de=ned
by considering SLD resolution in the extended program H(P) and in the abstract
program P. In both cases some preprocessing steps are needed. In the next section we
will introduce a modi=ed version of the SLD resolution which allows us to compute
approximate solutions directly in the given program P, i.e. without any preprocessing
step.
This procedure, named similarity-based SLD resolution, exploits a simple variation
of the standard uni=cation algorithm that provides the m.g.u. of two atoms. We recall
that a mismatch between two function symbols or relation names causes a failure of
the uni=cation process. Then, it is rather natural to admit a more Jexible uni=cation in
which the syntactical identity between function and predicate names is substituted by
a similarity R. In other words, if corresponding function=predicate symbols which are
diBerent have a non-zero similarity degree in R, the uni=cation process does not fail. A
consequence of this assumption is that atoms can be uni=ed with diBerent “tolerance”
level of approximation.
As an example, if we consider the atoms p(a) and q(x) and a similarity R such
that R(p; q)= 0:7 and R(a; b)= 0:5, the substitutions
#1 = {x=a}; #2 = {x=b}
provides the instances
p(a)#1 = p(a) = q(x)#1 = q(a)
p(a)#2 = p(a) = q(x)#2 = q(b):
By assuming that the similarity R replaces the equality relation, the instances obtained
with #1 and #2 can be considered “equal”, but some “tolerance” must be exploited to
overcome the mismatch between the predicate symbols p and q and the constant sym-
bols a and b. In a direct way, a measure of this “tolerance” level can be expressed for
#1 by the similarity value R(p; q)= 0:7, and for #2 by R(p; q)∧R(a; b)= 0:7∧ 0:5=
0:5 (i.e., the minimum between the similarity values which relate the mismatching
symbols). Intuitively, a higher value of similarity exploited to overcome failures of
matching, corresponds to a better value of “tolerance” which is needed to consider
“equal” symbols that are diBerent. Thus, it is natural to assume that an acceptable
uni=er must provide the maximum value of similarity between the obtained
instances.
De=nition 6.1 formalizes these ideas in the case of =rst order languages and a gen-
eralized uni=cation algorithm is also provided. It is a simpli=ed version of a more
complex approach to the notion of similarity-based uni=cation for function free lan-
guages which is proposed in [14] by taking into account substitutions of variable with
sets of symbols.
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Denition 6.1. Given a similarity R, a substitution ) and two atoms A=p(t1; : : : ; tn)
and B= q(t′1; : : : ; t
′
n) in a =rst order language, with the same arity. We de=ne the
uni8cation-degree CR(A); B)) of A and B; with respect to ) and R, as follows:
CR(A); B)) = R(A); B)) = R(p; q) ∧
(
n∧
i=1
R(ti); t′i ))
)
:
If the predicate symbols of A and B have diBerent arities, CR(A); B))= 0:
We say that a substitution ) is a weak uni8er of A and B with uni8cation-degree 
up to R (in short a -uni=er) if
 = CR(A); B)) = max
’∈E
CR(A’; B’);
where E denote the set of all the substitutions.
Two atoms A and B are -uni8able up to R if there exists a -uni=er for A and B
with  0; otherwise we say that they are not uni8able.
Let us note that if ) is a -uni=er up to R, since ) does not aBect the value R(p; q),
by the previous de=nition it follows that
 = CR(A); B)) = R(p; q) ∧max
’∈E
(
n∧
i=1
R(ti); t′i ))
)
:
By De=nition 2.1(iv) is easy to verify that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 6.1. Given a strict similarity R; a substitution ) and two atoms A and
B of a 8rst order language; then ) is a classical uni8er of A and B if and only if
CR(A); B))= 1:
In order to extend the notion of most general uni=er, a generalized version of the
usual pre-order relation between substitutions must be introduced. The following ex-
amples of -uni=ers highlight the problem that can arise.
Example 6.1. Let R be a similarity such that R(p; q)= 0:3; R(a; b)= 0:5. Given the
atoms p(x) and q(y), the substitution )= {x=y} provides the instances
p(x)) = p(y); q(y)) = q(y)
and ) is a weak uni=er since it is easy to verify that CR(p(x)); q(y)))=R(p; q)∧
R(y; y)= 0:3∧ 1=0:3 is the maximum possible uni=cation-degree. On the other hand,
the substitution $= {x=a; y=b} provides the instances
p(x)$ = p(a); q(y)$ = q(b)
and $ is a weak uni=er, too, since it is CR(p(x)$; q(y)$)=R(p; q)∧R(a; b)=
0:3∧ 0:5=0:3.
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In the previous example, since $ provides ground instances, it should be ) more
general than $. However, the classical notion of 4 pre-order between substitutions
does not hold in this case. Indeed, for any substitution @, it is x)@=y)@, whereas it
is x$ =y$.
Thus, in order to extend the classical pre-order between substitutions, we replace the
equality between terms in L with the equivalence relation uR; , i.e., the -cut of R,
and we give the following de=nition.
Denition 6.2. Let ) and $ be two substitutions and R a similarity. We say that ) is
more general than $ at the level  up to R, denoted with )4R;  $, if there exists a
substitution @ such that, for any variable x∈V ,
x$ uR;  x)@ or; equivalently; R(x$; x)@)¡ :
It is easy to verify that the substitutions ) and $ in Example 6.1 satisfy De=nition
6.2. Indeed, it results )4R;0:3 $ since there exists @= {y=a} such that
x)@ = y@ = a uR;0:3 a = x$ and y)@ = y@ = a uR;0:3 b = y$:
Proposition 6.2. Given ∈ (0; 1]; the relation 4R;  is a pre-order in the set of substi-
tutions in a 8rst order language L.
Proof. The reJexivity holds since, for any substitution ); it is )4R;  ). Indeed, for
any variable x∈V; by considering as @ the empty substitution ? it is x)= x)?. Then
R(x); x)?)= 1¡ , i.e., x)uR;  x)?.
In order to prove the transitivity, let ); $;  be substitutions such that )4R;  $ and
$4R;  . Then there exists @1 and @2 such that, for any x∈V;
R(x$; x)@1)¡; (1)
R(x; x$@2)¡: (2)
By Proposition 3.1(i) applied to (1) it follows that, for any x∈V ,
R(x$@2; x)@1@2)¡: (3)
As a consequence, by the transitivity of the similarity in De=nition 2.1 applied
to (2) and (3), it results that R(x; x)@1@2)¡ . Thus, by considering @= @1@2, it is
xuR;  x)@; and then )4R;  .
Now we can extend the notion of most general uni=er to similarity-based uni=cation
by introducing the following de=nition.
Denition 6.3. Given a substitution ) and two atoms A and B in a =rst order language
with a similarity R. We say that ) is a weak most general uni8er of A and B with
uni8cation-degree  up to R (in short a -m.g.u.) if the following conditions hold:
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(i) ) is a -uni8er of A and B
(ii) )4R;  $; for any $ which is a -uni8er of A and B:
Let us stress that, according to the previous de=nition, all the weak m.g.u. have the
same uni=cation-degree, but they can be not equal up to renaming as shown by the
following example.
Example 6.2. Let us consider the atoms A=p(x; y) and B= q(a; z), with a similar-
ity R such that R(p; q)=R(a; b)= 0:3. It is easy to verify that )1 = {x=a; y=z} and
)2 = {x=b; z=y} are both weak m.g.u. of A and B with approximation degree 0:3.
Roughly speaking, the classical notion of equality (up to renaming) of the m.g.u.’s,
is replaced for weak m.g.u.’s by a notion of equality modulo the uR;  relation (up to
renaming), as shown by the following propositions.
Proposition 6.3. Let A and B be two atoms in a 8rst order language with a similarity
R. If )= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk} is a weak m.g.u. of A and B with approximation degree
 up to R; then
(i) the substitution )′= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk} with ti ∈H(ui); 14i4 k; is a weak m.g.u.
of A and B; too.
(ii) for any 5 renaming; )′= )5 is a weak m.g.u. of A and B; too.
Proof. (i) By the hypothesis, it is R(A); B))= , with  maximum uni=cation degree.
Then, by Proposition 3.1(ii) it follows that A) and B) are strings of the same length
and in corresponding positions they have or equal variable=bracket symbols, or pairs
(s; s′) of function=predicate symbols such that R(s; s′)¡ : Since by the hypothesis it
is also R(ui; ti)¡ , 14 i4 k, it follows that R(A)′; B)′)= , i.e. )′ is a -uni=er of
A andB:
Moreover, for any -uni=er $ of A and B, it is )4R;  $, i.e. there exists @ such that
x)@uR;  x$, for any variable x. By R(ui; ti)¡ , 14 i4 k, it follows that, for any x, it
is x)uR;  x)′. Then, by Proposition 3.1(i) it is also x)@uR;  x)′@. As a consequence,
by transitivity it follows that x)′@uR;  x$, for any x. Thus, )′ 4R;  $, too.
(ii) By the hypothesis R(A); B))= , with  maximum uni=cation degree. Then, by
Proposition 3.1(ii), it follows that R(A)5; B)5)= , i.e. )5 is a -uni=er of A and B.
Moreover, for any -uni=er $ of A andB, it is )4R;  $, i.e. there exists @ such that
x)@uR;  x$, for any x. Since 5 is a renaming, by )′= )5 it follows that )= )′5−1:
Then x)′5−1@uR;  x$, for any x, i.e. )′ 4R;  $, too.
Proposition 6.4. Let A and B be two atoms in a 8rst order language with a similarity
R. If ) and )′ are weak m.g.u.’s of A and B with approximation degree  up to R;
then there exists @ renaming such that )= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk} and )′= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk}
with ui@∈H(ti); 14 i4 k.
Proof. By the hypothesis there exists @ and @′ such that x)@uR;  x)′ and x)′@′uR;  x),
for any variable x. Then, by Proposition 3.1(i), it is also x)@@′uR;  x)′@′. As a
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consequence, by transitivity it implies that x)@@′uR;  x), for any x. Then @ and @′
are renamings. Since for any x it is x)@uR;  x)′, i.e. R(x)@; x)′)¡ , it follows that
)= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}, and )′= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk} with ui@∈H(ti), 14 i4 k.
A simple modi=cation of the classical uni=cation algorithm given in [2] provides a
-m.g.u. for two atoms, if they are -uni=able, and a negative answer otherwise. With
this aim, we shall extend some de=nitions to the set of equations between terms that
can be associated to the atoms to be uni=ed.
Theorem 6.1 (Weak-uni=cation theorem). Let R be a similarity in a 8rst order lan-
guage L. There exists an algorithm (called weak-uni8cation algorithm) which for
any two atoms in L produces their weak most general uni8er up to R if they are
uni8able and otherwise reports nonexistence of a weak uni8er.
Proof. By De=nition 6.1, two atoms A=p(s1; : : : ; sn) and B= q(t1; : : : ; tm) have uni-
=cation degree not zero only if they have relation symbols with similarity degree
R(p; q) 0. It implies that they must have the same arity n=m. Then, we can asso-
ciate to A and B the set of equations
W = {p = q; s1 = t1; : : : ; sn = tn}:
In order to unify A and B, these equations can be considered as a set of constraints that
must be satis=ed by substituting variables occurring in the equations with terms. Then,
given a substitution ), we denote the instance of W by ) with W)= {p= q; s1)= t1);
: : : ; sn)= tn)}. Since we relaxed the equality constraint with similarity, we can “toler-
ate” mismatches in the instantiated equations. We call uni8cation-degree R(W)) of
W; with respect to ) and the similarity R, the value
R(W)) = R(p; q) ∧
(
n∧
i=1
R(si); ti))
)
:
If R(W)) =0, it follows that R(si); ti)) 0; 14 i4 n. Then, by Proposition 3.1(ii)
the terms si) and ti), considered as strings of symbols, have in corresponding posi-
tions or equal variable=bracket symbols or function=predicate symbols with non zero
similarity value.
Denoted with E the set of all the substitutions, we say that a substitution ) is a
weak uni8er of W with degree  up to R (in short a -uni=er up to R) if
 = R(W)) = max
’∈E
R(W’):
Let us note that, since ) does not aBect the value R(p; q), by the previous de=nition
it follows that
 = R(W)) = R(p; q) ∧max
’∈E
(
n∧
i=1
R(si); ti))
)
:
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Moreover, we say that ) is a weak most general uni8er of W with uni8cation degree
 up to R (in short a -m.g.u.) if the following conditions hold:
(i) ) is a -uni8er of W
(ii) )4R;  $; for any $ which is a -uni8er of W .
It is easy to see that the set of equations W = {p= q; s1 = t1; : : : ; sn= tn} has the
same weak uni=ers as the atoms p(s1; : : : ; sn) and q(t1; : : : ; tn).
We say that a set of equations W2 is an improvement of a set of equations W1 if
the weak uni=ers of W2 are the same of W1 and for any of these weak uni=ers ) it
results R(W1))4 R(W2)). When it is both W1 improved by W2 and W2 improved by
W1 we say that these sets of equations are equivalent.
A (possibly empty) set of equations is called solved if it is of the form {x1 = u1; : : : ; xn
= un} where xi’s are distinct variables and none of them occurs in a term uj. A
solved set of equations determines the substitution {x1=u1; : : : ; xn=un}. This substitu-
tion is an uni=er of this set of equations with uni=cation degree equal to 1; and
clearly it is its m.g.u., that is, it is more general than any other uni=er of this set of
equations.
Thus, to =nd a weak m.g.u. of A and B, starting from the set of equations W
associated to A and B, we can construct a sequence of improved sets of equations until
a solved set is reached. The following algorithm does it if it is possible and otherwise
it halts with failure. It provides also the uni=cation-degree U of the obtained weak
m.g.u.
WEAK-UNIFICATION ALGORITHM
Given two atoms A=p(s1; : : : ; sn) and B= q(t1; : : : ; tn) of the same arity with no
common variables to be uni=ed, construct the associated set of equation W . If R(p; q)=
0, halts with failure, otherwise, set U =R(p; q) and W =W − {p= q}. It is easy to
see that the new set of equations is an improvement of the previous one.
Until the current set of equation W does not change, nondeterministically choose
from W an equation of a form below and perform the associated action.
(1) f(s1; : : : ; sn)= g(t1; : : : ; tn) where R(f; g) 0: replace by the equations s1 =
t1; : : : ; sn= tn, and set U =U ∧R(f; g);
(2) f(s1; : : : ; sn)= g(t1; : : : ; tm) where R(f; g)= 0: halts with failure;
(3) x= x: delete the equation;
(4) t= x where t is not a variable; replace by the equation x= t;
(5) x= t where x = t and x has another occurrence in the set of equations: if x
appears in t then halt with failure, otherwise perform the substitution {x=t} in
every other equations.
We stress that steps (1), (3)–(5) provide a new set of equations W ′ which is an
improvement of the current set W . In particular, by the reJexivity and symmetry of
R in De=nition 2.1, at step (3), (4)–(5) equivalent sets are obtained. At step (1) the
constraint expressed by the equality of the two function symbols f and g is removed.
Since f and g are not aBected by any substitution, the two sets W and W ′ have the
same weak uni=ers. The equality constraint between f and g appears in W but not in
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W ′. Then, by the de=nition, a weak uni=er of W can have a greater uni=cation degree
as weak uni=er of W ′.
The correctness of the previous algorithm can be proven following the same line of
the proof given in [2].
The following example highlights the modi=cations introduced in the classical uni-
=cation algorithm. Let us recall that constant symbols can be considered as functions
with zero arity.
Example 6.3. Let us consider a similarity R such that R(p; r)= 0:5; R(f; g)= 0:7;
R(a; c)= 0:3 and the two atoms p(f(x); a; y); r(g(b); c; f(x)) to be uni=ed. The uni-
=cation algorithm given in Theorem 6.1 performs the following steps:
• Since R(p; r)= 0:5 =0 we consider the set W1 = {f(x)= g(b); a= c; y=f(x)} and
U =0:5:
• Choosing the equation f(x)= g(b) in W1, since R(f; g)= 0:7 =0 we have the new
set W2 = {x= b; a= c; y=f(x)} and U =0:5∧ 0:7=0:5:
• Choosing the equation x= b in W2, since x has another occurrence in W2, we have
the new set W3 = {x= b; a= c; y=f(b)}.
• Choosing the equation a= c in W3, since R(a; c)= 0:3 =0 we have the new set
W4 = {x= b; y=f(b)} and U =0:5∧ 0:3=0:3:
• Since W4 is a solved set, the computed weak m.g.u. is @= {x=b; y=f(b)} with
U =0:3:
Let us verify that @ has uni=cation degree 0.3
CR(p(f(x); a; y)@; r(g(b); c; f(x))@)
= R(p; r) ∧R(f(b); g(b)) ∧R(a; c) ∧R(f(b); f(b))
= 0:5 ∧ 0:7 ∧ 0:3 ∧ 1 = 0:3:
7. Similarity-based SLD resolution
The generalized uni=cation algorithm introduced in the previous section provides
an m.g.u. whenever the existence of a nonzero similarity value allows us to overcome
failures in the standard uni=cation process. It allows us to modify a Prolog interpreter in
order to perform similarity based computations with respect to the extended program
H(P), or equivalently with respect to the abstract program P; without introducing
preprocessing steps.
Indeed, in this section we introduce a modi=ed version of SLD resolution which
provides computed answer substitutions with an associated level of approximation ex-
pressed by a numeric value ∈ (0; 1] named approximation-degree. This value is given
by the minimum uni=cation-degree of the m.g.u.’s exploited in the related derivation.
The basic idea of this procedure has been outlined in [16].
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In general, a computed answer substitution can be obtained with diBerent SLD
refutations and diBerent approximation-degrees, then the maximum of this values char-
acterizes the best refutations of the goal. In particular, a refutation with approximation-
degree 1 provides an exact solution. When refutations of a ground atom L are
considered, the best value of such approximation degrees provides the value of the
membership function MP;R(L) which characterizes the fuzzy least Herbrand model of
the program P.
More formally, we introduce the following generalization of the SLD derivation. Let
us stress that this de=nition can be given also in the case that the Triangular norm ∧
in De=nition 2.1 is diBerent from the minimum. However, this assumption is needed
in order to prove the relations with the extended and abstract programs H(P) and P:
Denition 7.1. Given a similarity R, a program P in a =rst order language and a goal
G0. A similarity-based SLD derivation of P ∪{G0}, denoted by
G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um Gm ⇒ · · ·
consists of a sequence G0; G1; : : : of negative clauses, together with a sequence C1; C2; : : :
of variants of clauses from P, a sequence of substitution )1; )2; : : : and a sequence
U0; U1; : : : of values in [0; 1], such that for all i¿1:
(i) Gi is a resolvent of Gi−1 and Ci by using the idempotent m.g.u. )i with uni=cation-
degree Ui up to R,
(ii) Ci has no variables in common with G0; C0; : : : ; Ci−1:
When one of the resolvents Gi is the empty clause , the derivation is called a
similarity-based SLD refutation up to R. A similarity-based SLD derivation is called
failed if it is not a refutation.
It is easy to see that when the similarity is the identity, the previous de=nition
provides the classical notion of SLD refutation. We stress that, without loss of gener-
ality, the hypothesis of idempotent m.g.u. allow us to consider the static de=nition of
standardization apart given in the statement (ii) of the previous De=nition [2].
In the case of a standard SLD refutation, the restriction of = )1 : : : )m to the vari-
ables of the initial goal G0 provides a computed answer substitution for P ∪{G0}. When
a similarity-based SLD refutation is considered, we must take into account that, at any
derivation step, the uni=cation algorithm provides the m.g.u. )i with an associated uni-
=cation degree Ui, i=1; : : : ; m. In some sense, these values Ui can be considered as
constraints that allowed the success of the uni=cation processes. Then, it is natural to
consider the best uni=cation degree that allows us to satisfy all these constraints. More
formally, we give the following de=nitions.
Denition 7.2. Given a similarity R, a program P in a =rst order language, a goal G0,
and a similarity-based SLD derivation D for P ∪{G0}
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um Gm
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denoted with )1 : : : )m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk} the restriction of the composition of the
m.g.u.’s in D to the variables of G0; we call approximation degree associated to
)1; : : : ; )m the value
 =
m∧
i=1
Ui:
Then, we generalize the de=nition of computed answer substitution in the frame of
similarity-based SLD resolution as follows.
Denition 7.3. Given a similarity R, a program P in a =rst order language, a goal G0,
and a similarity-based SLD refutation D for P ∪{G0}, denoted with )1 : : : )m= {x1=u1;
: : : ; xk =uk} the restriction of the composition of the m.g.u.’s in D to the variables of
G0 with associated approximation-degree , we consider the family E= {$j}j∈I of
substitutions such that for any j∈ I
$j = {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk} with th ∈ H(uh); k¿h¿1:
Any element in the family E is named computed answer substitution for P ∪{G0}
with approximation-degree  up to R, and is denoted with 〈$j; 〉 for any $j ∈E.
Let us stress that, when the triangular norm in the De=nition 2.1 is the minimum,
then  belongs to the set {1; : : : ; n} of the possible similarity values in R.
In analogy with the classical case, the similarity-based SLD derivations for P ∪{G0}
via a selection rule S can be grouped in a tree structure according to the following
de=nition.
Denition 7.4. Given a similarity R, a logic program P in a =rst order language, a
goal G0, and a selection rule S: The similarity-based SLD tree up to R for P ∪{G0}
via S is a tree such that
• its branches are similarity-based SLD derivations for P ∪{G0} via S,
• every node G has exactly one descendant for every clause C of P such that the
selected atom A of G uni=es with the head of a variant C′ of a clause C with
uni=cation degree not zero. This descendant is a resolvent of G and C′ with A
being the selected atom via S in G.
We call a SLD tree successful if it contains the empty clause.
Example 7.1. Let P be a logic program with the following clauses:
C1 :=p(a)← q:
C2 := q← r(f(d)):
C3 :=p(b)← r(c):
C4 := h←.
C5 := r(a)←.
Let us consider a similarity R in the alphabet of P with the following nonzero values
R(q; h)= 0:8; R(a; c)= 0:5; R(a; b)= 0:8; R(b; c)= 0:5.
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The SLD tree up to R of P ∪{←p(x)} via leftmost is given by
p(x)
⇓ C1; {x=a}; 1 ⇓ C1; {x=a}; 1 ⇓ C3; {x=b}; 1
q q r(c)
⇓ C2; ?; 1 ⇓ C4; ?; 0:8 ⇓ C5; ?; 0:5
r(f(d))
failure
Then the refurations provide the two substitutions
)1 = {x=a} with approximation degree 1 = 1 ∧ 0:8 = 0:8;
)2 = {x=b} with approximation degree 2 = 1 ∧ 0:5 = 0:5:
According to De=nition 7.3, since H0:8(a)= {a; b}, the family of computed answer
substitutions associated to )1 is given by E1 = {{x=a}; {x=b}}. Each solution in this
family has approximation degree 1 = 0:8. Analogously, since H0:5(b)= {a; b; c}, the
family of computed answer substitutions associated to )2 is E2 = {{x=a}; {x=b}; {x=c}}.
Each solution in this family has approximation degree 1 = 0:5.
Let us note that the solutions {x=a} and {x=b} can be obtained with diBerent ap-
proximation degrees by diBerent refutations. We also note that, if similarity is not
considered, no solution can be obtained.
Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 state the links between the computed answer substitutions
obtained by the similarity-based SLD resolution and the solutions obtained by the
standard SLD resolution both in H(P) and in P. As in Section 5, we are concerned
with the leftmost selection rule, but all the presented results can be analogously stated
for any selection rule that does not depend on the function and predicate names and
by the history of the derivation [2].
At =rst we prove two technical lemmata.
Lemma 7.1. Given a similarity R; a program P on a 8rst order language and a goal
G0: If there exists a similarity-based SLD derivation with approximation degree 
up to R for P ∪{G0}
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um Gm;
where $= )1 : : : )m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}; then; there exists a SLD derivation for H(P)
∪{G0} with the same m.g.u.’s and resolvents
D′ = G0 ⇒C′1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)m Gm;
where C′i ∈H(Ci); m¡ i¡ 1:
Proof. We prove the thesis by induction on the length of D. If the length of D is zero,
then the thesis is true. Let us suppose that the thesis is true for length of D equal m.
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Let
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um Gm ⇒Cm+1 ;)m+1 ;Um+1 Gm+1
be an existing similarity-based SLD derivation for H(P)∪{G0} of length m+1 with
approximation degree  up to R. By De=nition 7.2, it is = ′ ∧Um+1; with ′ ap-
proximation degree of
D1 = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um Gm:
Then, 4 ′ and 4Um+1:
By the inductive hypothesis there exists an SLD derivation for H′(P)∪{G0}
D′1 = G0 ⇒C′1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)m Gm;
where C′i ∈H′(Ci); m¡ i¡ 1: Since 4 ′, by Proposition 2.2(i) it follows that H(P)
⊇H′(P) and H(Ci)⊇H′(Ci): Then, D′1 is and SLD derivation also for H(P)∪{G0};
with C′i ∈H(Ci); m¡ i¡ 1.
Let us denote with A the head of the input clause Cm+1 =A←B1 : : : Bj, and with L
the leftmost atom of Gm which is the selected atom both in D1 and in D′1. Since )m+1
is a weak m.g.u. of A and L with degree Um+1, then R(A)m+1; L)m+1)=Um+1¡ . It
implies, by Proposition 3.1(ii), that A)m+1 and L)m+1 are strings of the same length
and, on corresponding positions, they have or equal variables=brackets, or a pair (s; s′)
of function=predicate symbols such that R(s; s′)¡ ; i.e., s′ ∈H(s). By substituting to
these symbols s in A the corresponding symbol s′ in L, we obtain an atom A′ such
that A′ ∈H(A): Then, the uni=cation algorithm on L and A′ emulates the behavior on
L and A, provided that mismatching between diBerent function=predicate symbols are
substituted with equality relations. As a consequence, )m+1 is a classical m.g.u. of L
and A′ since the related uni=cation degree is 1.
We observe that, with respect to D′1, the clause C
′
m+1 =A
′←B1 : : : Bj is a standard-
ization apart of a clause in H(P). Then, a derivation step in D′1 with input clause C
′
m+1
and m.g.u. )m+1 provides the same resolvent Gm+1 obtained in D. Thus the thesis is
proved.
Lemma 7.2. Given a similarity R; a program P on a 8rst order language and a goal
G0. If there exists a SLD derivation for H(P)∪{G0}
D′ = G0 ⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m G′m;
where $′= )′1 : : : )
′
m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}; then there exists a similarity-based SLD
derivation for P ∪{G0} with approximation degree ′¡  up to R;
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um Gm;
where $= )1 : : : )m= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk} with th ∈H(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1; and C′i ∈H(Ci); G′i
∈H(Gi); m¡ i¡ 1:
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Proof. We prove the thesis by induction on the length of D. If the length of D is zero,
then the thesis is true. Let us suppose that the thesis is true for length of D equal m.
Let
D′ = G0 ⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m G′m ⇒C′m+1 ;)′m+1 G′m+1
be an existing SLD derivation for H(P)∪{G0} of length m+1 where )′1 : : : )′m= {x1=u′1;
: : : ; xr=u′r}. By the inductive hypothesis there exists a similarity-based SLD derivation
for P ∪{G0} with approximation degree ′′¡  up to R
D1 = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um Gm;
where )1 : : : )m= {x1=t′1; : : : ; xr=t′r}; with t′h ∈H(u′h); r¡ h¡ 1, and C′i ∈H(Ci); G′i ∈H
(Gi); m¡ i¡ 1.
Let us denote with A′ the head of the input clause C′m+1 =A
′←B′1 : : : B′j ; and with
L′ the leftmost atom of G′m in D
′. Since by inductive hypothesis G′m ∈H(Gm), the
leftmost atom L of Gm is such that R(L′; L)¡ . Then, by Proposition 3.1(ii) L′ and
L are strings of the same length and in corresponding positions they have or equal
variable=bracket symbols, or a pair (t′; t) of function=predicate symbols such that
R(t′; t)¡: (4)
Moreover, since C′m+1 is a standardization of a clause in H(P); there exists Cm+1 =
A←B1 : : : Bj, standardization of a clause in P; such that A′ ∈H(A) and B′l ∈H(Bl);
j¡ l¡ 1. Then, always by Proposition 3.1(ii), A′ and A are strings of the same length
and in corresponding positions they have or equal variables=bracket symbols, or a pair
(s′; s) of function=predicate symbols such that
R(s′; s)¡: (5)
Then, by (4) and (5) and the transitivity of the similarity in De=nition 2.1, it follows
that the selected atom L in Gm and the head A of the clause Cm+1 are string respectively
equals to L′ and A′, except for pais (t; s) of corresponding function=predicate symbols
such that R(t; s)¡ :
As a consequence, the uni=cation algorithm on A and L emulates the behavior on A′
and L′ by overcoming failures in the matching between pairs (t; s) of function=predicate
symbols in L and A since R(t; s)¡ : Thus, if )′m+1 = {x1=u1”; : : : ; x=un”}, the uni=-
cation algorithm provides for A and L a weak m.g.u. )m+1 = {x1=t1”; : : : ; xn=tn”} with
uni=cation-degree Um+1¡U ′m+1¡ , such that ti”∈H(ui”); n¡ i¡ 1:
This construction and the inductive hypothesis imply that, if $′= )′1 : : : )
′
m+1 = {x1=u1;
: : : ; xk =uk}, then $= )1 : : : )m+1 = {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk} with th ∈H(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1, and
approximation-degree ′= ”∧Um+1¡ ∧ = :
Thus, a derivation step by Gm in D with input clause Cm+1 and m.g.u. )m+1 provides
a resolvent Gm+1 such that G′m+1 ∈H(Gm+1), and the thesis is proved.
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Now we can relate the computed answer substitutions obtained by similarity-based
SLD resolution with the solutions obtained by standard SLD resolution both in H(P)
and in P.
Proposition 7.1. Given a similarity R; a program P on a 8rst order language; and a
goal G0
(i) if 〈$; 〉 is a similarity-based computed answer substitution for P ∪{G0} with
approximation degree  up to R; then $ is a computed answer substitution for
H(P)∪{G0}; too.
(ii) if $′= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk} is a computed answer substitution for H(P)∪{G0};
then there exists a similarity-based computed answer substitution 〈$j; ′〉 for
P ∪{G0} with approximation degree ′¡  up to R; where $j = {x1=w1; : : : ; xk =wk}
and wh ∈H (uh); k ¡ h¡ 1:
Proof. (i) It follows directly by Lemma 7.1.
(ii) Let
D′ = G0 ⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m
be a SLD refutation for H(P)∪{G0} with $′= )′1 : : : )′m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk}. Then, by
Lemma 7.2 there exists a similarity-based SLD refutation for P ∪{G0} with approx-
imation-degree ′¡  up to R
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um ;
where $= )1 : : : )m= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk}, with th ∈H(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1:
By De=nition 7.3 a computed answer substitutions associate to D is given by 〈$j; ′〉,
with $j in the family E= {$j}j∈I of substitutions such that, for any j∈ I; $j = {x1=w1;
: : : ; xk =wk} with wh ∈H′(th); k ¿ h ¿ 1: Since ′¡ , by Proposition 2.2(i) it
is H′(th)⊆H(th). Moreover, by th ∈H(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1; it is H(th)=H(uh): Then,
wh ∈H′(th)⊆H(th)=H(uh); k ¿ h¿ 1, and the thesis is proved.
Corollary 7.1. Given a similarity R; a program P on a 8rst order language; and a
ground goal G0. If ∈ (0; 1] is such that
 = max{ | there exists a SLD refutation for H(P) ∪ {G0}} (1)
then there exists a similarity-based refutation for P ∪{G0} with approximation degree
 up to R:
Proof. By (1) and Proposition 7.1(ii), there exists a similarity-based refutation D with
computed answer substitution 〈?; ′〉 for P ∪{G0} with approximation degree ′¡  up
to R, where ? is the empty substitution. By absurd, let us suppose that ′ . By
Proposition 7.1(i), ? is a computed answer substitution for H′(P)∪{G0}, too. But
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this is in contrast with the hypothesis on , then it must be ′=  and the thesis is
proved.
Proposition 7.2. Given a similarity R; a program P on a 8rst order language; and a
goal G0
(i) If 〈$; 〉; with $= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk}; is a similarity-based computed answer sub-
stitution for P ∪{G0} with approximation degree  up to R; then there exists a SLD-
refutation for P ∪{%(G0)}; with computed answer substitution @= {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk}
such that Th= %(th); k ¡ h¡ 1.
(ii) If @= {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk} is a computed answer substitution for P ∪{%(G0)};
then there exists a computed answer substitution 〈$j; ′〉 for P ∪{G0} with approxima-
tion degree ′¡  up to R; where $j = {x1=w1; : : : ; xk =wk} and Th= %(wh); k ¡ h¡ 1.
Proof. (i) By the hypothesis and De=nition 7.3, there exists a similarity-based SLD
refutation for P ∪{G0}
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 ;U1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m;Um Gm ⇒
with approximation degree  and $′= )1 : : : )m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk} restriction of the
composition of the m.g.u.’s to the variables of G0, such that $= {x1=t1; : : : ; xk =tk} with
th ∈H(uh); k ¿ h ¿ 1: By Proposition 7.1(i), $′ is a computed answer substitution
for H(P)∪{G0}, too. Then, by Proposition 5.1, there exists a SLD-refutation for
P ∪{%(G0)}
D′ = G′ ⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m
with computed answer substitution @= )′1 : : : )
′
m= {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk} such that Th=
%(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1. Since th ∈H(uh); k ¿ h ¿ 1, by Proposition 3.2(i) it follows
that %(th)= %(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1. Thus the thesis is proved.
(ii) By the hypothesis there exists a SLD derivation for P ∪{%(G0)}
D′ = G′ ⇒C′1 ;)′1 G′1 ⇒ · · · ⇒C′m;)′m
with @= )′1 : : : )
′
m= {x1=T1; : : : ; xk =Tk}. Then, by Proposition 5.2, there exists a SLD-
refutation for H(P)∪{G0}
D = G0 ⇒C1 ;)1 G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒Cm;)m
where $= )1 : : : )m= {x1=u1; : : : ; xk =uk} with Th= %(uh); k ¡ h¡ 1. As a consequence,
by Proposition 7.1(ii) there exists a computed answer substitution 〈$j; ′〉 for P ∪{G0}
with approximation degree ′¡  up to R, where $j = {x1=w1; : : : ; xk =wk} and wh ∈H
(uh); k ¿ h¿ 1. Then, by Proposition 3.2(i) it follows that %(wh)= %(uh)=Th and
the thesis is proved.
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Corollary 7.2. Given a similarity R; a program P on a 8rst order language; and a
ground goal G0. If ∈ (0; 1] is such that
 = max{ | there exists a SLD refutation for P ∪ {%(G0)}} (1)
then there exists a similarity-based refutation for P ∪{G0} with approximation degree
 up to R:
Proof. By (1) and Proposition 7.2(ii), there exists a similarity-based refutation with
computed answer substitution 〈?; ′〉 for P ∪{G0} with approximation degree ′¡ ,
up to R, where ? is the empty substitution. By absurd, let us suppose that ′ .
Then, by Proposition 7.2(i), there exists a SLD refutation for P′ ∪{%′(G0)} with ?
as computed answer substitution. But it is in contrast with the hypothesis on , then
it must be ′= . Thus, the thesis is proved.
As a consequence of Corollary 7.1, similarity-based SLD resolution provides a char-
acterization of the fuzzy least Herbrand model de=ned in Section 4 as stated by the
following result.
Proposition 7.3. Given a similarity R and a logic program P on a 8rst order lan-
guage. For any L∈BL; MP;R(L)=  =0 if and only if  is the maximum value in
(0; 1] such that there exists a similarity-based SLD refutation for P ∪{←L} with
approximation-degree  up to R:
Proof. By De=nition 4.1, MP;R(L)=  if and only if  is the maximum value in (0; 1]
such that there exists an SLD refutation for H(P)∪{←L}. Then, by Corollary 7.1, it
follows that MP;R(L)=  if and only if there exists a similarity-based SLD-refutation
for P ∪{←L} with approximation degree  up to R.
By the previous result we obtain an algorithm to compute the fuzzy least Herbrand
model. Indeed, for any L∈BL, the membership value MP;R(L) is given by the best
approximation-degree of the refutations in the similarity-based SLD tree for P ∪{←L}.
Let us stress that, when the Triangular norm in the De=nition 2.1 is the minimum, then
MP;R(L) belongs to the set {1; : : : ; n} of the possible similarity values in R.
Finally, let us note that, by Proposition 7.1(ii), it is possible that for a nonground
goal G0 there exists an approximate solution $ w.r.t. some extended program H(P)
and the similarity-based SLD resolution provides only solutions $j with approximation
degree ′ . In other words, the solution $ with lower approximation degree  could
be missed, as highlighted by the following example.
Example 7.2. Let us consider again the program P and the similarity R in the
Example 5.1. The similarity-based SLD tree for P ∪{←p(x)} has only one derivation
given by
p(x)⇒C1 ;{x=a};1 r(b)⇒C2 ; ?;0:5
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with composition of the m.g.u. given by {x=a} and approximation degree ′=1∧ 0:5
=0:5. The associated family of computed answer substitution is
E = {〈{x=a}; 0:5〉; 〈{x=b}; 0:5〉}:
It is easy to verify that the extended program H0:3(P) has 15 clauses and that the SLD
tree for H0:3(P)∪{←p(x)} has 9 refutations which provide the following computed
answer substitutions
$1 = {x=a}; $2 = {x=b}; $3 = {x=c}:
All these solutions have the same =xed level =0:3 of approximation.
Thus, the solution $3 = {x=c} with approximation degree =0:3 is missed in the
similarity-based SLD tree for P ∪{←p(x)}. However, according to Corollary 7.1,
there exists a similarity-based SLD refutation for P ∪{←p(c)} given by
p(c)⇒C1 ; ?;0:3 r(b)⇒C2 ; ?;0:5
with approximation degree =0:3∧ 0:5=0:3:
A modi=ed version of similarity-based SLD tree could be introduced, in order to pro-
vide all the solution with approximation degree greater that an a priori =xed ∈ (0; 1].
However, it is natural to expect a consequent overloading in the computation process.
8. Conclusion and future works
The approach to the approximate reasoning followed in this paper exploits formal
tools belonging to distinct =elds. On one hand, the classical declarative paradigm of
the logic programming provides the inference system. On the other hand, the weak-
ening of the equality notion is managed by means of the fuzzy similarity relation.
Roughly speaking, it allows us to deal with any vague information that can be rep-
resented by identifying diBerent entities at diBerent levels of approximation. In [15]
this idea is framed in the logic programming paradigm. A simple and clear seman-
tics for the obtained extension is provided by exploiting exact models of a family
of standard logic programs. It is worth stressing that the evaluation structure of this
inference system is aBected only by the similarity values de=ned between the ele-
ments of the language. In particular, the use of weights on the clauses, of possibility
measures on the interpretations, and of fuzzy sets as elements of the language is not
requested. Then, two transformation for the given program P, named extended and
abstract programs can be de=ned. The equivalence of the =xpoint semantics of these
obtained programs can be proved, and the notion of fuzzy least Herbrand model is also
introduced.
Information carried by this extension of the logic programming paradigm can be
managed by exploiting standard SLD resolution w.r.t. the extended and abstract pro-
gram. Since the extended program is obtained by adding new clauses to P, and the
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abstract program is on a diBerent language, both these procedures require some time
consuming preprocessing steps.
In this paper an extension of the SLD resolution is described, which allows us to
avoid these preprocessing steps. The basic idea is to overcome syntactical failures of
the refutation process by weakening the equality constraint between function and pred-
icate symbols required in the uni=cation process. This procedure exploits a generalized
notion of m.g.u. which allows us to overcome uni=cation failures between diBerent
function and predicate symbols if they have a nonzero value of similarity. It leads to a
generalization of the classical notion of m.g.u.. The procedural characterization of the
fuzzy least Herbrand model has been also discussed.
It is worth stressing that diBerent similarity relations can be considered with respect
to the same logic program or declarative database, i.e., the representation of the “ex-
act” knowledge is not aBected by the approximations taken into account. To the best
of our knowledge, this approach is the =rst attempt to exploit the similarity relation
at a syntactic level in the framework of logic programming, in order to obtain an
inference system for approximate reasoning. Moreover, such a result is obtained by
means of a very limited overload of the standard procedure. A =rst release of a Pro-
log interpreter which implements the proposed similarity-based SLD resolution is in
preparation.
Several open questions remain to be investigated. As stressed at the end of Section 7,
the de=nition of similarity-based SLD tree could be modi=ed in order to provide all the
possible solutions with approximation degree greater that an a priori =xed ∈ (0; 1] and
the implementation of such a facility could also be considered. Moreover, a nonzero
similarity value could also be allowed between functions with diBerent arities. In such
a way, the results of functions evaluated during the resolution procedure could be
considered in the weak uni=cation process.
The proposed approach can be also framed in the =eld of deductive database [33].
Then, modi=ed versions of the bottom-up query answering techniques could be investi-
gated. Finally, we recall that the de=nition of similarity-based SLD resolution has been
introduced by considering a general triangular norm ∧. However, the results proved in
this paper are strictly connected with the use of the minimum. Indeed, only in this case
a similarity can be identi=ed with a family of classical equivalence relations. On the
other hand, in many applications it is useful to consider the operator ∧ as a diBerent
triangular norm (for example: the Lukasievicz product or the usual arithmetic product),
providing diBerent notions of similarity. Then, the question arises of giving a semantic
framework for logic programming with similarity also in these cases.
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